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Appendix Section S2.  

Verification Colposcopy Recruitment Rates and Outcomes 

 

A proportion (16%) of all screen-negative and also all triage-negative women in all arms of the 

trial were randomly selected and invited for verification colposcopy performed at the Royal 

Women’s Hospital, Melbourne. It was anticipated that verification colposcopy would assist in 

the statistical correction of potential verification bias in those women not immediately referred 

to colposcopy.  

In practice it was found that attendance rates for invited women for verification colposcopy 

were low overall (25%) and likely not to be an unbiased representation of all participants.  

Because of the challenges associated with interpretation the findings were not used for any 

calculations in this manuscript. Figure S2 shows the proportion attending verification 

colposcopy.  

Three additional CIN2+ cases (one in the LBC screening group and two in the HPV+LBC 

triage group) were identified via verification colposcopy. Each of these participants were 

screen positive, but triage negative i.e. they had screening tests with results indicating 

intermediate risk (and therefore, if not sent for verification colposcopy would have been 

followed up in 12 months). The primary and triage test results for these three women are shown 

below. 

1) Participant randomised to LBC screening: The screening result was ASCUS with a triage 

HPV result of OHR. The final histology diagnosis was severe dysplasia/carcinoma in situ 

+/- HPV: Classified as CIN 3. 
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2) Participant randomised to HPV+LBC triage screening: The screening result was OHR HPV 

with a triage cytology result of ASCUS. The final histology diagnosis was moderate 

dysplasia +/- HPV: Classified as CIN 2 

3) Participant randomised to HPV+LBC triage screening: The screening result was OHR HPV 

with a triage cytology result of negative. The final histology diagnosis was moderate/severe 

dysplasia +/- HPV: Classified as CIN 3. 

It should be noted that for the Compass main trial, verification colposcopy was not performed, 

on the recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Committee, after consideration of the early 

data on attendance rates in this pilot experience, and given that in the main trial the primary 

endpoint is based on longitudinal CIN3+ (rather than cross-sectional CIN2+) and that all 

women will received HPV exit testing at five years in the main trial.  

  

Fig A. Flowchart showing participation for verification colposcopy  


